
 The machine had been invented a few years ago: a machine that could tell, from just a sample of 
your blood, how you were going to die. It didn’t give you the date and it didn’t give you specifics. It 
just spat out a sliver of paper upon which were printed, in careful block letters, the words 
“DROWNED” or “CANCER” or “OLD AGE” or “CHOKED ON A HANDFUL OF POPCORN.” It let people 
know how they were going to die. 
 The problem with the machine is that nobody really knew how it worked, which wouldn’t 
actualactually have been that much of a prob- lem if the machine worked as well as we wished it would. 
But the machine was frustratingly vague in its predictions: dark, and seem- ingly delighting in the 
ambiguities of language. “OLD AGE,” it had already turned out, could mean either dying of natural 
causes, or being shot by a bedridden man in a botched home invasion. The machine captured that 
old-world sense of irony in death: you can know how it’s going to happen, but you’ll still be surprised 
when it does.
 The realization that we could now know how we were going to die had changed the world: 
ppeople became at once less fearful and more afraid. There’s no reason not to go skydiving if you 
know your sliver of paper says “BURIED ALIVE.” But the realization that these predictions seemed to 
revel in turnabout and surprise put a damper on 
things. It made the predictions more sinister: yes, 
skydiving should be safe if you were going to be 

buried alive, but what if you landed in a gravel pit? 
What if you were buried alive not in dirt but in 
somsome- thing else? And would being caught in a 
collapsing building count as being buried alive? 
For every possibility the machine closed, it 
seemed to open several more, with varying 
degrees of plausibility. 
 By that time, of course, the machine had been 
reverse-engineered and duplicated, its internal 
workings workings being rather simple to construct. And 
yes, we found out that its predictions weren’t as 
straightforward as they seemed upon initial 
discovery at about the same time as everyone else 
did. We tested it before announcing it to the world, 
but testing took time—too much, since we had to 
wait for people to die. After four years had gone by 
and thand three people died as the machine predicted, we 
shipped it out the door. There were now machines in 
every doctor’s office and in booths at the mall. You 
could pay someone or you could probably get it done 
for free, but the result was the same no matter what 
machine you went to. They were, at least, consistent.
       - Machine of Death, Introduction
            



The Assignment
Preparing the machine of death

1) Write a noun or verb on the machine of death slip of paper in front of you. Try to  be creative. 
    Don’t be afraid to throw in an advective or adverb to make things more interesting. This will be 
    somebody’s prompt. Give them something fun/radom.

2) Put the slip of paper in the machine (bowl).

3) Once all the slips are in the machine, pull out a new slip. This is the slip that  the character in 
         your story will get from the machine.

So now you know how you’re going to die...
There are two ways to approach this assignment:

1) Write a 1.5-2 page story about your experience using the machine of death. Be sure to focus on the
     emotions your character feels in the moments up to using the machine, the experience of waiting 
     for the slip of paper to come out, and your responce as the paper comes out.

2) Write the 1.5-2 page story of the death of your character by the method shown on your slip of 
     pa     paper. Be sure to focus one the mood and tone of your story and build up to the event. Is this 
     a tragedy or something else? Is your character accepting of their fate once
      they know what is coming or do they fight? What is 
     the emotion when the end finally comes? is it fear,
     excitement, acceptance?

Be sure to...

1) Show. Don’t tell.
        Example:
            Telling: I was nervous as I approached the machine.
            Showing: My skin itched as a warm sweat 
  built up beneath my slieves forcing the scatchy 
  cotton to rub back and forth on my clammy
  wrists. 

2) Engage the 5 senese.
            Be sure to focus on what your character
  - sees  - hears
  - smells  - touches
  - tastes
       These are emotional situations. All the senses should be 
       in overdrive. 
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